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Introduction
Even though the title of the book suggests that it merely contains warm-up exercises, it is in fact
the ultimate coordination exercise treasury for stringed instruments. The main reason I named it as I
did is simply that most people who play stringed instruments seem to shy away from unmusical
chromatic exercises, and use them only fifteen minutes before hitting the stage. These people want to
hear musical phrases and ideas when they practice. That’s all good, but what I’ve learned during many,
many years of practicing and teaching is that the most effective exercises aren’t usually musical at
all. The most effective exercises ordinarily concentrate on coordination, which is by far the most
important technical skill a musician can have. Think about it. You need coordination to play your
favorite lick in your favorite song (in which order do your fingers move on what string at any given
time? Where is your pick in relation to your left hand fingers on each of the notes?). You even need
coordination to play one single note on any instrument (choose a random note somewhere on the
fretboard and play it). With inferior coordination, you can mess up even that. Every now and then you
probably stumble on a tough pattern in an otherwise easy song that one of your bandmates introduces
to you at rehearsal. Then you have to make everybody wait while you shed some wood to get the lick
down (humiliating isn’t it?).
So wouldn’t it be cool to be able to express yourself freely without stumbling on technical
difficulties while playing, let alone improvising? Wouldn’t it be cool not to have a weak ring finger?
Wouldn’t it be cool not to have any weak links (remember the chain is only as strong as its weakest
link)? Well here’s your chance to get a lot closer to that lean mean playing machine who doesn’t
flounder when the rest of the band swims into deeper waters. Most mistakes happen when we step out
of our comfort zone. Admit it, you have certain tempos, certain keys, certain licks and so forth that
feel more natural and hence more enjoyable to play than others. Usually when you get out of the
boundaries of your cozy little comfort zone, your playing starts to sound more insecure and
mechanical. The idea behind the exercises in this book is to rehearse just about every possible
fingering and/or picking pattern, so when you run into new riffs or licks, the chances are high that
you’ve already practiced all the little bits that make up that riff or lick.
As the title suggests, this book can be used to perfect the coordination skills of any instrumentalist
playing a stringed instrument, be it a cello, violin, 8-string guitar or a basic 4-string bass. The only
difference is that the more strings the instrument has, the more patterns you can jam into any given
position. For example, take one of the four string patterns (from part four of the book) and play it on
a 4-string bass. As you see, you can play it only once before you have to shift your position one fret
higher. But if you play the same pattern on a 7-string guitar, you can fit four of those patterns into
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any given position (first strings B-E-A-D, second E-A-D-G, third A-D-G-b and fourth D-G-b-e) before
shifting one fret higher. Owing to the fact that instead of melody we’re concentrating on coordination
here, all the exercises have been written in tabulature so that tuning is not an issue. Even though
the book isn’t meant for any particular instrument, every example has been written for six-string
guitar. This is because I believe most of you who are reading this have a six-stringer as your weapon of
choice.
The first part of the book introduces twenty-four different fingerings, which are, in fact, every
possible order in which you can move the four fingers of your left hand without using any of them
twice. All the patterns in this book are meant to be played from the lowest fret to the highest
possible one where it isn’t too awkward to fit your fingers on successive frets, and then come back
down. I’m saying this here because in order to save space, I wrote only the beginning of each exercise
onto the pages.
The second part introduces two-string patterns which were inspired by sticking exercises drummers
use to hone their technical skills (more about this on page 10). The picking hand starts to get more
involved and the fingerings of the first part are taken to a new level.
The third and fourth parts of the book take the twenty-four basic patterns even further by dividing
them between three and four strings. And I guess it goes without saying that the picking patterns in
these two parts are difficult.
You should play each pattern at a comfortable tempo for at least fifteen consecutive minutes, but to
really nail a pattern you should spend not less than ninety consecutive minutes with it.
At the end of the book you will find different suggestions on how to rhythmically and melodically
alter the patterns, but I strongly suggest that you work your way through the book as it is written
before you start playing around with the patterns. This book contains one-thousand-five-hundred-andforty-four rudimentary patterns. If you practice four times a week like clockwork and practice one
pattern per day, It’ll take you 7,42 years to get through the basic patterns alone. But believe me,
you’ll be thankful at the end that you took the time. And that’s only the beginning...
-Heikki Malmberg
November 20th 2010 1:16PM
Tampere, Finland

